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ABSTRACT 
 

At present, there are many new words expressing emotions on the Internet, but the 

expressions of these new words have rich meanings but lack of accurate definitions, so it is 

difficult to analyze their emotional tendentiousness, This thesis studies the feasibility and 

framework design of word2vec based analysis method of emotional neologisms' tendency, and 

conducts experiments on Weibo corpus. The results show that new words can analyze their 

emotional tendency from their similar words. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The generation of new words is accompanied by the expression of a variety of emotions, which 
makes a new word may contain a variety of emotional tendencies, and the importance of each 

tendency is different. Therefore, this paper proposes a new word emotional tendency analysis 

method based on word vector, which can analyze the multiple emotional tendencies that new 
words may contain by quantitative way. At the same time, by training word vector, We can 

cluster the emotion words with similar emotion tendency and find the synonyms. 

 

1.1. Related work 
 

At present, there are a lot of related work in foreign countries on the discovery of new words 
and the research on emotional classification of new words. There are also many research results 

on text emotional analysis. However, domestic research on short text, such as emotional 

phrases or emotional words, can be divided into two types: one is emotional analysis of short 
text based on emotional dictionaries and rules, the other is emotional analysis of short text 

based on machine learning. 

 

Emotion analysis based on emotion dictionary includes Xiao Jiang[1] and others who use 
similarity method to build emotion dictionary in related fields, Jo's[2] emotion classification 

method based on "topic sentence" relationship, marking two kinds of labels on words at the 

same time, and Yang Liyue's[3] Micro blog emotion dictionary, It includes open source emotion 
dictionary, network emotion dictionary with era characteristics and mood emotion dictionary 

with obvious emotion tendency. Emotion classification method based on machine learning 

includes emotion analysis combining co training cooperative training algorithm and SVM 

proposed by Liu[4] et al. In 2016, dey[5] et al. Used Bayes algorithm for emotion analysis. 
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However, the discovery of emotional neologisms is not limited to the words found around 

emotional dictionaries. Many neologisms are full of emotional labels. For example, "Gui Mi" is 

a noun, but it can express one's intimate feelings towards another. In addition, the emotion of an 

emotional neologism is not a single classification, but has multiple emotions, Therefore, this 
paper proposes a word vector based analysis of Chinese neologisms' emotional tendency. 

 

2. DISCOVERY OF NEW WORDS 
 
Chinese word segmentation is an important direction in the field of natural language 

processing. Unlike western languages, the process of Chinese language processing has a natural 

boundary between words, so the problem of word segmentation can greatly affect many next 

steps, such as relationship extraction, automatic summarization, etc. now most of the word 
segmentation methods are based on the word bank, So, the problem of unregistered words is 

more important[6,7]. Chinese writing does not have capital letters or proper names, so it is 

difficult for computers to recognize proper nouns such as people's names and place names. In 
addition to special names, the emergence and evolution of network terms, brand organization 

names, abbreviations, abbreviations and other words seem to be completely irregular. With the 

increasing importance of language processing, The research of Chinese word segmentation is 
focused on overcoming this problem. Automatic discovery of new words has become a key 

link. 

 

The traditional method of new words mining is to segment the text first, assuming that the 
remaining segments of the text that fail to match successfully are new words, and then extract 

these segments[8]. However, the accuracy of segmentation results depends on the integrity of the 

segmentation lexicon. If there are no new words in the segmentation lexicon, the segmentation 
results may lead to the difficulty of mining "new words" into words. 

 

Therefore, new words mining needs to find a new way. A mature idea is that, instead of relying 
on any established thesaurus, only according to the characteristics of the word itself, all the text 

fragments that may be words are extracted in a large-scale corpus, no matter whether the word 

is a new word or an old word. Then, the words in the extracted thesaurus are compared with the 

existing thesaurus, You can find new words[9-11]. 
 

2.1. Cohesion  
 
The primary criterion for judging whether a word can be a word is its congruence[12] .For 

example, in the training corpus of about 59 million words, there are two fields with a frequency 

of more than 150, and the frequency of "de she ji" is higher than that of "she ji gan", but "she ji 
gan" is a word in people's cognition, which shows that the combination of "she ji" and "gan" is 

closer, But the combination of "she ji" and "de" has not reached the close degree in people's 

cognition. 
 

The following calculation will prove that the internal solidification degree of the word "she ji 

gan" is higher than that of "de she ji". If the word "she ji" and the word "gan" appear in the text 

independently and randomly, then the probability of these three words being put together is 
calculated. In the 59 million words corpus, the word "she ji" appears 8491 times, The 

probability of occurrence of the word is about 0.000 0143. The word "gan" appears 59448 times 

in the corpus, and the probability of occurrence is about 0.000 9321. If the two fields are 
random and independent of each other, the probability of the word "she ji gan" should be 0.000 

0143 × 0.000 9321, about 1.33 × 10^(-7). But in fact, the word "she ji gan" appears 185 times in 
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the corpus, about 3.13 × 10^(-6), about 46 times of the predicted value. And so on, According 
to the statistical data, we can find that the occurrence probability of "de" is about 0.0343, so the 

probability of "de" and "she ji" combining randomly should be 0.0343 × 0.000 0143, about 

4.904 × 10^(-6), and the frequency of occurrence should be 290, which is close to the frequency 

of "de" appearing in the data. The frequency of occurrence of this field is 1816, It is 6.26 times 
of the predicted value. From the above calculation, it can be seen that the combination of "she ji 

gan" is closer, and the field is more likely to be a meaningful match, while the appearance of 

"de she ji" is more likely to be the combination of "de" and "she ji". 
 

However, a notable problem is that there is no prior knowledge in the calculation process. In 

other words, the word "she ji gan" may be a combination of "she ji" and "gan", or a 
combination of "she ji" and "gan". Therefore, it is necessary to enumerate multiple 

combinations of a field during the calculation, and then take the most probable combination. 

 

2.2. Information Entropy 
 

In addition to its internal congruence, there is also a criterion for the word's external 
freedom[13]. For example, in addition to the usage of "yi bei zi", "zhe bei zi", "xia bei zi ", 

"shang bei zi", there are not many choices for adding words in front of "bei zi". The words that 

can appear on the left side of "bei zi" field are relatively limited, Therefore, in the calculation of 

congruence, "bei zi" is not a word alone, but a whole of "yi bei zi" and "zhe bei zi". 
 

Therefore, the concept of "information entropy" needs to be added. Information entropy reflects 

how much information will be brought after the result of an event is obtained. If the probability 
of a result of an event is p, when the result appears, the amount of information will be defined 

as log (P). The smaller the value of P is, the greater the amount of information will be. 

 
Adjacency entropy is an important statistic put forward by Huang[14] et al. Adjacency entropy 

statistic uses information entropy to measure the uncertainty of left-hand and right-hand 

characters of candidate new word T. The higher the uncertainty is, the more chaotic and 

unstable the strings before and after candidate new word t are, the more likely it is to be a word. 
For example, in the experimental corpus, the word "bei zi" appeared 1080 times in total, and the 

word "bei zi" appeared 4030 times in total. The information entropy of their right neighbor 

word sets was 4.7374 and 6.1655 respectively, It is close in value, but the use cases of "bei zi" 
are very rich. For example, there are dozens of different uses, such as "jia bei zi", "yong bei zi", 

"na bei zi", "xin bei zi", "jiu bei zi", "shuai bei zi", "shou bei zi". It is calculated that the 

information entropy of "bei zi" is 4.9745. However, the left neighbor of "bei zi" is relatively 

few, Of the 4030 "bei zi" in the corpus, 3240 are "bei zi", 414 are "zhe bei zi ", 261 are "xia bei 
zi", 78 are "shang bei zi". In addition, there are 15 rare usages, such as " n nei zi " and " liang 

bei zi ". The information entropy of all the left neighbor words is only 1.3679. 

 
In addition to the left neighbor words, although there are many usages of the left neighbor 

words in some text fragments, the use cases of the right neighbor words are very poor, such as 

"guo qin", "tuo er", "e luan", etc., which are not consistent with the common sense. 
 

Therefore, the degree of free use of a phrase or word can be defined as the smaller of the left-

hand and right-hand information entropy of the phrase. 
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3. WORD2VEC : A WORD VECTOR ANALYSIS TOOL 
 

Word vectors have been used to represent words for a long time. They are usually called 1-of-N 

representation, or unique heat representation, etc., but the dimension used in this method is the 

size of the whole vocabulary. For each word in the vocabulary, set 0 in the corresponding 
position of the word to 1. For example, a vocabulary with five words, the vector representation 

of the second word answer is (0, 1, 0, 0, 0), The vector representation of the fifth word hungry 

is (0, 0, 0, 0, 1). Therefore, it can be seen that the vocabulary of a vocabulary is generally very 
large, so the expression of this vocabulary vector is very sparse, and the expression efficiency is 

not high. 

 

The way to solve this problem is driven representation. Through training, each word is 
represented as a shorter vector, and each dimension of the vector expresses a semantic 

information. However, the interpretability of the specific meaning expressed by each dimension 

of the vector is not good. Before word2vec appeared, Generally, neural networks are used to 
train word vectors to process words, which can be divided into two models [15-17]: CBOW 

(continuous bag of words and skip gram) and skip-gram.The input of CBOW model is the word 

vector of the context word corresponding to a word in the text, and the output is the word vector 
of the word.For example, sentence fragment " distributed representations which encode 

therelevant grammatical relations…”the context size is 6 and the output word is encode, the 

input should be the word vector of the first three words and the last three words of encode. It 

should be noted that these six words have no order, and the word bag model is used. On the 
contrary, skip gram model and CBOW model use the word vector of a word as the input and the 

word vector of the word context as the output. In the above example, the input of skip gram 

model is the word vector of "encode", while the output is three words of "encode" context, 
Word2vec uses the data structure of Huffman number instead of neural network model, which 

is also divided into CBOW and skip gram models. 

 
First, analyze the CBOW model. The first step is to define the dimension size of the word 

vector as m, and the context size of the field as 2C. So for each word in the training sample, the 

first C words and the second C words are the input of the CBOW model, and the output is the 

word vector of all words. The algorithm steps are as follows: algorithm 1. 
 

Algorithm 1. CBOW model algorithm 

(1) The Huffman tree was established with training data as samples; 

(2) All model parameters θ and word vectors are initialized randomly; 

(3) For each sample (context (w), w) in the training set, do the following processing: 

    (3.1)e=0, calculation  

     

     

     

     

 (4) Update every word vector in context(w) (2c in total): ; 

  (5) If the gradient converges, the gradient iteration is ended, otherwise, step (3) is returned. 

 

For skip-gram model, the input and output of the model are the same as CBOW model, and the 

training algorithm is like algorithm 2. 
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Algorithm 2. Skip-gram model algorithm 

(1) The Huffman tree was established with training data as samples; 

(2) All model parameters θ and word vectors are initialized randomly; 

(3) For each sample (w, context (w)) in the training set, do the following processing: 

For i=1 to 2c 

E=0 

For j=2 to ,calculation: 

     

     

     

     

     

(4) If the gradient converges, the gradient iteration is ended, otherwise, step (3) is returned. 

 
In word2vec, in addition to the training model based on Huffman tree, there are also methods 

based on negative sampling[18]. Because if a word is too remote, the search level of Huffman 

tree will be more. When using the negative sampling method, the model can be trained only by 
sampling n different central words as negative examples each time. 

 

4. NEW WORDS DISCOVERY AND ANALYSIS OF EMOTIONAL TENDENCY 
 

Based on word vector, the analysis of new words' affective tendency is to find new words 
through threshold setting by using the calculation amount of cohesion, information entropy and 

word frequency mentioned above. Then, by learning the training corpus, word2vec is used to 

generate the word direction of all words in the word list, Then find out the words with the 
highest similarity in all the new words list. The structure of the new words discovery and 

sentiment analysis method is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 design framework of neologism discovery and sentiment analysis 
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In this method, all words in the corpus are first divided into fields with length less than 5, and 
then the cohesion and information entropy of the fields are calculated. After the calculation, the 

words within a certain threshold are selected as new words. After adding new words into the 

word segmentation list, the corpus is segmented, and then the word vectors of all words are 

trained. Then, the new words are calculated, The first n words closest to each word. Finally, the 
emotional tendency analysis is carried out. The specific construction process is as follows: 

 

Step 1. Extract the text content from the web page by analyzing the XML language or HTML 
language from the text library to be retrieved 

 

Step 2. Divide the text into several fields whose length is less than 5. Calculate the 
conglomeration degree and information entropy of each field. According to the best threshold 

obtained by the experiment, the new word table is selected 

 

Step 3: the text is segmented. Generally, the stop words should be removed after segmentation, 
but the learning of word vector should be based on the context, and the stop words will also 

have an impact on the words, so the stop words should not be removed at this step 

 
Step 4. Train the segmented file with word2vec, and adjust the parameters continuously to get 

satisfactory results. At the end of the training, get the word vectors of all words 

 
Step 5. Find out the first n words which are closest to each word in the new words list, and 

analyze the emotional tendency of new words through the emotional tendency of these words. 

 

The flow chart of this method is shown in Figure 2. 
 

 
 

Figure 2 flow chart of new words discovery and emotional tendency analysis method 
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5. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS 
 
In order to test the proposed method, this paper grabs 12 million pieces of data from Sina 

Weibo, mainly analyzing the text content of each Weibo as a corpus. 

 

In the neologism discovery step, after many experiments, this paper sets the threshold value of 
cohesion for neologism acquisition to 0.35, and the information entropy to 0.5 to 1.5. The 

example of the added neologism is shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1 examples of new words discovery 

 
frequency Coagulation degree Information entropy 

“zhuakuang” 647 0.808 0.79 

“diaosi” 145 0.425 1.08 

"miaosha" 109 0.332 0.91 

"guimi" 98 0.685 0.88 

"kengdie" 75 0.479 0.58 

 

Through the adjustment of parameters during model training, except for the word vector 
dimension, other parameters are selected, including: the maximum distance between current 

word and prediction word in a sentence is 3, using CBOW algorithm. The distance between 

words is calculated by cosine value of two vectors: 

 

                                   （1） 

 
The input of the program is five new words in the above examples, and the output is four words 

with the largest similarity with each word in the training model. When adjusting the word 

vector space dimension of the model to 100, the output result is shown in Table 2. Each new 

word corresponds to four words with the closest distance, and the four words and their distance 
are listed for each new word respectively. 

 

Table 2 analysis results of emotional tendency 

Word Spacing Word1 Word2 Word3 Word4 

"zhuakuang" 
"lei" "kelian" "shuai" "yun" 

0.7356 0.7038 0.7027 0.6736 

“diaosi” 
“meinv” “shuaige” “jipin”  “jilao” 

0.5975 0.5681 0.5239 0.5068 

“miaosha” 
“dazhe” “jingpai” “huo” “dao” 

0.5105 0.4987 0.1702 0.4611 

“guimi” 
“pengyou” “laoyou” “qinren” “jiemei” 

0.6877 0.6133 0.6098 0.5939 

“kengdie” 
“maodun” “shuai” “kelian” “leiliumanmia” 

0.6242 0.6143 0.6071 0.5985 
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From the results in Table 2, we can see that the new words trained by word vector can analyze 
their emotional tendency from the words close to them. For example, the emotion expressed by 

madness is close to tears, pitifulity and decline. At the same time, we can see the distance 

between the two words. 

 

6. CONCLUSION AND PROSPECT 
 

In order to more specifically express the emotional meaning and tendentiousness of social new 

words, this paper proposes a new word emotional tendentiousness analysis method based on 
word vector. Based on the analysis of the new word discovery method and word vector training 

tool word2vec, this paper studies the feasibility and architecture design of the new word 

emotional tendentiousness analysis method based on word2vec, and conducts experiments for 

microblog corpus. It can be seen from the experimental results that this method has good 
feasibility and convincing results, but it has not been carried out in the specific classification of 

new words' emotional tendency, so there are many details to be improved. 

 
The purpose of new words discovery and tendentiousness analysis of emotional words is to 

better understand the feelings expressed by users through texts, and to provide an exploration 

method for the mining of unlisted words in Chinese segmentation. Although there are still many 
difficulties in the research of this direction, it will achieve satisfactory results in the process of 

continuous in-depth innovation. 
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